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Screening is a technique by which a manoeuvre to detect a
specific condition is applied to an entire population at risk.1

Case-finding identifies individuals who are at risk for, or who
have, a specific condition, when the patient is being seen for
another reason. For example, the physician may explore whether
memory deficits may be the cause of nonadherence to a
medication prescription. Diagnosis is the application of one or
more tests to determine the pathological cause of a symptom or
sign. For example, if an individual complains of memory loss the
physician will investigate the cause. This article addresses
screening in the primary care setting, consistent with the goals of
the Canadian Consensus Conference on Dementia.2

Cognition is the process by which information is organized
and reorganized.3 Dementia is a syndrome of acquired cognitive
loss which is sufficient to interfere with functioning in
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occupational or social activities and which does not occur
exclusively in the setting of clouded consciousness.2 With the
exception of pure vascular dementias, which may have a sudden
onset, neurodegenerative dementias (most commonly
Alzheimer’s disease) are preceded by a preclinical state where
cognitive deficits are present and early diagnosis is possible.
Cognitive impairment is broadly defined by a state in which
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deficits are detectable by testing in one or more domains of
cognitive function but where these deficits do not impact on
daily function of the individual. The individual may or may not
be aware of these deficits. This general definition includes
changes which normally accompany aging, those which are more
extensive than occur during normal aging but progress slowly or
not at all, and also those changes which represent the very
earliest stages of dementing illnesses. If early detection is to be
valuable, it is necessary to distinguish which of these three
conditions exist. 

Screening is justified when the following conditions are met.4

1. The condition is an important health problem (high
prevalence and burden of illness).

2. The natural history of the condition is understood.
3. There is a recognizable presymptomatic phase. 
4. An effective treatment is available, which is more beneficial

when applied in the presymptomatic phase, than when
treatment is delayed until symptoms appear.

5. A suitable test is available to detect the condition (high
sensitivity, high specificity).

6. The test is acceptable to the population screened.
7. The health care system has the capacity to apply the test and

deal with the consequences.

AN IMPORTANT HEALTH PROBLEM

For all dementing conditions, both prevalence and incidence
rise exponentially with age. For the Canadian population, the
most appropriate data are derived from the Canadian Study of
Health and Aging (CSHA).5 For screening in primary care, the
prevalence of dementia in institutions (about 50%) is of less
importance than prevalence in the community. The community
prevalence of dementia at different ages is shown in Table 1.5

The overall incidence of dementia among elderly Canadians is
about 19 per 1,000 total population over age 65 per year.6 The
lowest incidence is 3.7 (95% CI 0.7-7.3) among men age 65-69
and the highest is 70.7 (95% CI 52.8-88.5) for men over aged 85.
Incidence rates are higher among men age 70-79 than among
women of the same age.6 While prevalence and incidence rates
are similar to those reported from other countries, the CSHA is
the most comprehensive population based study available to
date. 

A diagnosis of dementia implies difficulty in the performance
of instrumental daily activities (eg. management of finances,
driving, use of telephone, cooking) and when severe,
interference with basic activities of daily living (eg. washing,

bathing, continence, mobility). The presence of dementia
increases the risk of accidental injury (eg. falls, motor vehicle
collisions). It is more difficult to estimate the burden of suffering
from cognitive impairment as there are many diff e r e n t
definitions for similar and overlapping conditions which fall
under the rubric of cognitive impairment. (see A p p e n d i x )
Depending upon definition, the prevalence of cognitive
impairment in the absence of dementia has been estimated
between 11% (Cognitive Impairment No Dementia - CIND: ages
65-74)7 and 98% (memory impairment on at least one objective
test)8 (Table 2). It is even more difficult to estimate the degree of
suffering of individuals with cognitive impairment, as many do
not recognize their impairment. While some authorities believe
that memory complaints represent the earliest stages of
d e m e n t i a .9 others believe that complaints about cognitive
problems, especially memory, are more prevalent in individuals
who are not demented but who are anxious or depressed.10

Twenty-two percent of a Dutch community sample of
nondepressed, nondemented individuals reported memory
complaints; the mean score of these individual on psychometric
tests was lower than in noncomplainant individuals.11 In an
English community study, 25% of individuals between 65 and 98
years had subjective memory impairment. Compared with those
without subjective memory complaints, twice as many were
depressed (26% versus 12%), more had dementia (7% versus
2%) or both depression and dementia (4% versus .6%).12 In a
case control study from Finland, those with memory complaints
were more likely to display anxiety and negative feelings than
those without.13 Many individuals with dementing illnesses are
not aware of, or deny, problems with memory or other aspects of
cognitive dysfunction. Others are frustrated by their deficits and
may complain of vague symptoms such as fatigue, dizziness and
unsteadiness. Thus it is difficult to estimate burden of suffering
in those with cognitive impairment without dementia.

NATURAL HISTORY OF COGNITIVE IMPAIRMENT

While virtually every case of dementia is relentlessly
progressive, the natural history of cognitive impairment is less
clear, as the rate of progression depends upon the criteria applied
to the inception cohort of longitudinal studies. Table 3 lists

Table 1: Age-standardized prevalence of dementia in Canada in
1991, using the criteria of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
(DSM)-III-R, by age-group and residence 5

Age Group, Yr Community
65-74 1.6%
75-84 6.9%
≥85 17.8%
Total 4.2%

Table 2: Prevalence of Cognitive Impairment Without Dementia

Age Prevalence Population Criteria
(years) (%)
50-64 15.8 Community, UK90 AAMI

65-74 11.0 CSHA: Random Canada 7 CIND
75-84 24.0 CSHA: Random Canada7 CIND
Over 85 30.3 CSHA: Random Canada 7 CIND
Total over 16.8 - 98 Various7,87 Various
age 65

AAMI: Age Associated Memory Impairment (See Appendix)
CIND: Cognitive Impairment Not Demented (See Appendix)
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representative longitudinal studies with diagnostic categories.
Depending upon the category, the rate of progression from
cognitive impairment to dementia is variously estimated at less
than 1%14 to greater than 16% per annum.15 In each of these
series a significant percentage, ranging from 10%13 to 80%14 of
cognitively impaired individuals, appear to revert to normal
cognition. 

While there is no doubt that dementing disorders can be
identified in a presymptomatic phase, there remains considerable
debate in the literature concerning this “boundary between
normal aging and very early Alzheimer’s”.16,17 This subject has
become an intense focus for research. While there is presently no
consensus on the most appropriate definition of cognitive
impairment, a relatively homogeneous form of amnestic mild
cognitive impairment (MCI), defined by clinical characteristics,
has a predictable 12% annual rate of conversion to dementia over
the four years of longitudinal follow-up.18 The characteristics of
this type of MCI include 1) self-reported memory complaint,
preferably corroborated by a family member; 2) a detectable
memory deficit abnormal for age (about 1.5 SDs below the
norm); 3) normal general cognitive functioning aside from
memory; 4) ability to carry out such activities of daily living as
driving a car and balancing a checkbook; and 5) absence of
dementia. This type of MCI approximates to the condition of
“circumscribed memory loss”. In comparison, about 1% of a
“normal” control population progress to dementia each year.
These observations were obtained in a memory clinic at the
Mayo clinic. 

Identifying individuals with cognitive impairment who will
progress to dementia is a major priority in cognitive research.
Various neuropsychological measures, including tests of
memory and verbal fluency, can identify individuals with an
increased risk of subsequent dementia. In a series from Toronto,
two tests, the Wechsler Memory Scale (Mental Control Subtest)
and the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test for delayed recall
predicted the development of Alzheimer’s disease within two
years with an accuracy of 90% (sensitivity 75%; specificity
94.9%).19

Another combination of psychological tests which identifies

cognitively impaired individuals with an 85% risk of developing
dementia in four years includes the delayed recall item from
Buschke Selective Reminding Task, recall from the Fuld
Objective Memory Evaluation, the Digit Symbol Test from the
WAIS and a Verbal Fluency Scale.20 Neuropsychological testing
requires special training and interpretation. Access to such
testing is limited and generally costly to the individual unless
insurance coverage is available, as psychological services are not
generally a benefit of provincial health schemes. 

Lower scores on simpler tests such as the Mini Mental State
Examination (MMSE)21 do increase the likelihood of subsequent
decline.22 The addition of the Clock Drawing Test also increases
the ability to predict the decline.2 3 While some series
demonstrate an association between subjective memory
complaints and increased risk of progression12,24,25 other series
do not.10 When caregivers observe cognitive decline within the
past year, the risk of progression is also increased.26

Several studies have indicated that individuals who possess
the E4 allele of the ApoE gene are more likely to progress to
dementia of the Alzheimer’s type.27,28 The accuracy of prognosis
is greatly enhanced when delayed memory performance is
included in the predictive model.29 Numerous studies have
established a relationship between the risk of dementia and
educational achievement. Low reading ability,24 low educational
attainment,30,31 and a smaller number of years of education,32

were all associated with a higher risk of dementia. A mean of 5.3
years of education versus 13.0 years increased the relative risk of
dementia by 2.02 (95% CI; 1.33-3.06). Low lifetime
occupational achievement increased the relative risk of dementia
by 2.87 (95% CI; 1.32-3.84) when compared with higher level
occupations.32

In summary, many risk factors for progression of cognitive
impairment to dementia have been identified. It is possible to
determine which individuals have a higher risk of decline, by
further testing with various neuropsychological instruments.

EFFECT OF EARLY INTERVENTION

The detection of dementia will usually prompt some or all of
the following responses from physicians: 

Table 3: Progression of Cognitive Impairment to Dementia

Reference Country Population N Criteria Length of Follow-Up Annual Rate of 
(Years) Progression (Percent)

Christensen14 1997 Australia Community N = 897; 36 with MCD 3.6 0.83

Hanninen91 1995 Finland Random Population N = 229; AAMI 3.6 2.53 (3.5 ages 75-81)

O’Brien92 1992 UK Community Benign Senescent 3 3.0

Forgetfulness

Hogan26 2000 Canada Community N = 2914 CIND 5 8

Ritchie17 1996 France Community N = 283 2 7.5

Bowen93 1997 USA HMO N = 21 Isolated Memory Loss 4 12.0

Petersen94 1997 USA Memory Clinic N = 76 MCI 4 12.0

Braekhus22 1995 Norway Random Population N = 215 27 MCI, MMSE 24/25 3 13.3

Devenand15 1997 USA Memory Clinic N = 127, Questionable Dementia 2.5 16.4

HMO = Health Maintenance Organisation; MCD = Mild Cognitive Disorder
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a) Investigation of possible cause and potential for reversal
i) Review of history for risk factors such as excessive alcohol

consumption, head injury, exposure to heavy metals, drugs or
other toxins. 

ii) Physical and neurological examination, which may disclose
systemic disease, or focal neurological signs leading to a
specific diagnosis.

iii)Laboratory tests for the detection of metabolic disturbances
that may contribute to the cognitive deficits such as
hypercalcemia, hypothyroidism, pernicious anemia, renal
failure, hepatic failure and other conditions which may be
remediable. A minimum of complete blood count, blood
glucose, serum calcium, electrolytes and thyroid function are
recommended.2

iv) Neuroimaging procedures such as CT or MRI scanning to
detect structural abnormalities where indicated.2

v) Detailed neuropsychometric evaluation to detect areas of
deficit and preserved function.

vi)Other investigations as indicated.
While it was once believed that about 1/3 of cases of

dementia had “reversible” causes, it is now evident that many
conditions may aggravate cognitive deficits but true
“reversibility” is very uncommon.33

While some or all of the above measures may be considered
for individuals identified with dementia, their utility in
evaluating the individual with cognitive impairment is unknown.

b) Social and educational manoeuvres
For individuals identified with dementia, education

concerning the nature of cognitive deficits, prognosis and
implications may be beneficial. For example, it may spur an
individual to formulate advance directives, choose a Power of
Attorney for financial and personal care decision making and
contemplate issues such as motor vehicle driving and relocation
for the future. It could be argued that knowledge of the condition
and its prognosis could be of value to the caregiver. Educational
interventions for caregivers of demented individuals improve
quality of life and delay the necessity for institutional care. 3 4

Advocacy groups such as the A l z h e i m e r’s Society provide
valuable support for the caregivers of those with dementia. W h i l e
these interventions are of proven benefit in individuals with
established dementia, their role for individuals with cognitive
impairment or their caregivers is unknown. In a British study,
relatives did not show any curiosity and seemed puzzled by the
attention paid to cognitive deficits discovered in individuals.3 5

c) Potential pharmacological interventions
Agents with proven efficacy in delaying the progression of

cognitive impairment or dementia would provide a rationale for
early detection. Large scale randomized controlled trials are
currently underway to evaluate the effects of antioxidants, Cox-
II inhibitors, cholinesterase inhibitors and other agents. As yet
there are no published results from these studies. 

Although there is circumstantial evidence from case control
studies that estrogenic hormones may protect individuals from
dementia, the only published randomized controlled trial of
estrogens in early dementia failed to show any benefit in terms of
delayed progression.3 6 Arandomized controlled trial of estrogens
for individuals with cognitive impairment and a high risk of
developing A l z h e i m er’s disease is currently underway. T h r e e

older studies of pharmacological interventions in age-associated
memory impairment (AAMI) examined the effects of
phosphatidylserine and guanfacine; these were short term and did
not examine progression to dementia as an outcome measure.3 7 - 3 9

There are two cholinesterase inhibitors approved for use in
Canada for mild to moderate Alzheimer’s disease. Donepezil
was the first to be approved4 0 , 4 1 and, more recently,
r i v a s t i g i m i n e .4 2 , 4 3 Both of these drugs produce cognitive
improvements that are generally modest, although occasionally
substantial clinical improvement occurs. At the conclusion of a
six month placebo controlled randomized trial of donepezil, the
mean difference in score on the MMSE, (a secondary outcome
measure) was 1.36 points in favour of donepezil. The relevance
of this observation is that a recently published study of the costs
of caring for individuals with Alzheimer’s disease (using data
from the CSHA) revealed that a one point decline in the MMSE
is associated with an estimated cost increase of $1,343 per
person per year.44 This raises the possibility that therapy with
cholinesterase inhibitors may be cost effective.

There are theoretical reasons to believe that antioxidants may
be beneficial for retarding the progression of neurodegenerative
diseases. A randomized controlled trial of vitamin E or selegiline
appeared to delay the progression of established Alzheimer’s
disease, although there were several methodological flaws in the
study.45

In summary, there are effective strategies for managing
individuals with established dementia with both supportive and
pharmacological interventions. However, the value of these
interventions in individuals with cognitive impairment who are
not demented, or those with dementia discovered by screening,
remains to be established.

DETECTION MANOEUVRES

There are four candidate detection manoeuvres. The first is to
inquire of the individual whether memory complaints or
cognitive problems are present. Surveys have revealed a high
prevalence (22-76%) of subjective memory complaints in older
individuals. Whether these complaints predict further
deterioration is not clear. While some studies have indicated that
memory complaints in the presence of cognitive impairment
increased the likelihood of subsequent dementia,9,25 others do
not.10,19,46 Inquiring about memory complaints is of uncertain
value in screening for cognitive impairment. Memory
complaints were an essential part of the criteria for MCI in the
Mayo Clinic longitudinal study.18

The second approach is to use informant description. This
may be formalized in an instrument such as the Informant
Questionnaire on Cognitive Decline in the Elderly.47 This 24
item questionnaire has the advantage of using the informant’s
knowledge of the individual to detect change and takes into
account social and educational background.48,49 In a recent meta
analysis of several studies of an informant questionnaire, Jorm
and colleagues calculated a mean sensitivity of 86% and a mean
specificity of 80% for the instrument to detect cognitive decline
in the elderly. The likelihood ratio for a positive test was 4.3.50

Informant description of decline (in response to a single
question) also contributed to future risk of cognitive decline in
the CSHApopulation.26

The inability of an individual to perform instrumental and
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basic activities of life is strongly correlated with the presence of
dementia. This may be valuable for detection of individuals with
dementia. In a large community study in France, it was
discovered that the constellation of inability to use the telephone,
use transportation, handle medications and manage finances had
a sensitivity of 94% and a specificity of 71% for the diagnosis of
dementia. The likelihood ratio of this constellation was 3.2.51

However, by definition, individuals with cognitive impairment
alone do not have difficulty with these activities.

Another approach is a mental state examination designed to
detect cognitive impairment or dementia. In order to be
acceptable to primary care physicians, tests need to be brief and
easily applied. The best studied instrument is the 30 item
MMSE.21 This has an average sensitivity of 83% and average
specificity of 82% against the standard of clinical diagnosis of
dementia.52 The sensitivity rises with the severity of dementia
and falls with less severe degrees of dementia or cognitive
impairment. Age, formal education, level of intelligence and, in
some series, ethnic background, influence the score and
“corrected” norms have been suggested.53-55 Most of the test
characteristics of the MMSE have been calculated using data
from memory clinics and referred patients. When the MMSE has
been used for screening in community surveys and populations
similar to those found in primary care, the sensitivity for
detection of dementia is lower. At a cut point of 23 the sensitivity
was only 69% in primary care practices in Rochester, USA.56

Various attempts have been made to reduce the number of items
on the MMSE to limit administration time without sacrificing
sensitivity.57-59 A survey from Holland revealed that MMSE was
no more useful in distinguishing mild from severe dementia than
knowledge of the date, current address and present Prime
Minister.57 Because of the influence of education and level of
intelligence, short mental status questionnaires will tend to
mislabel those without dementia who are of low intelligence or
low socioeconomic background but are relatively insensitive for
dementia in those of high intelligence or socioeconomic status.
Given the most optimistic test characteristics of an instrument
such as the MMSE, (ie. sensitivity 83%, specificity 82%) and a
community prevalence of dementia of 1.6% age 65-74, 6.9% age
75-84 and 17.8% over age 85, the false positive rates (ie. risk of
falsely labeling an individual with dementia) are 93%, 75% and
50% respectively. Application of “corrected” cut off points on
the MMSE, taking into account educational level, did not
improve sensitivity of the instrument when applied to a
community population in Italy. In fact, at a cut point of 23 the
sensitivity fell from 85.7% to 71.4% with a corresponding
increase in specificity from 90 to 96.3%.60 For detection of
cognitive impairment without dementia, the performance of
short mental status questionnaires is potentially even more
misleading. A meta analysis of other cognitive screening tests
(MMSE, Mattis Dementia Rating Scale, Short Portable Mental
State Questionnaire and Blessed Dementia Scale) revealed
similar characteristics for discriminating between people with or
without dementia.61 Interestingly, brief screening tests performed
as well as more specialized psychometric tests for detecting
dementia.62 Despite these reservations, the MMSE is considered
the best of the short mental status instruments for screening
cognitive disorders and is recommended by the A m e r i c a n
Neuropsychiatric Association.63

RESULTS OF SCREENING STUDIES

Screening of all 222 patients over the age of 70 years in a
rural practice in Newfoundland, using the Canadian Mental
Status Questionnaire64 revealed that all of the five community
dwelling patients with severe dementia were known to the
physicians. However, none of the 15 patients with moderate
impairment, as identified by this questionnaire, had been
recognized by the physicians as impaired. The prevalence of
severe cognitive dysfunction was 2.5% and of moderate
cognitive dysfunction was 6.8%. 65

A similar 10 item questionnaire, the Short Portable Mental
Status Questionnaire66 was used to screen all patients over age 60
in a general medical practice in Indianapolis. Of 3954 patients,
5.2% had moderate to severe cognitive impairment and 10.5%
had mild impairment. Dementia had been recorded as a diagnosis
for less than 25% of patients with moderate to severe cognitive
impairment, although they were more likely to have been
evaluated for reversible causes. Although the mortality and
health service utilization was increased in cognitively impaired
individuals, it is not clear whether their outcome could have been
changed by earlier recognition of their impairments.67

In Boston, USA, 472 individuals were discovered to have
cognitive impairment in a population survey of 3,624 people
over age 65. Diagnostic evaluation did not lead to the detection
of any “reversible” dementing disorders. Of the 472 individuals,
83.5% were given a diagnosis of probable Alzheimer’s disease.68

In a three phase study in Eastern Baltimore, USA, 78% of
3,481 subjects completed the National Institute of Mental Health
Interview Survey Questionnaire together with a version of the
MMSE. Eighty percent of a random sample of these subjects
(N=1806) were examined by psychiatrists. Thirty-six of the 44
diagnosed by a psychiatrist as having definite or probable
dementia were subjected to full neurological investigations. The
prevalence of dementia was 6.1% in this population and no cases
of “reversible” dementia were found.69

The CSHArecruited a representative sample of people age 65
or over, drawn from 36 urban and surrounding rural areas in the
10 Canadian provinces.5 The study involved 9,008 people from
the community and 1,255 from institutions. As part of the
screening battery, the Modified Mini Mental State Examination
( 3 M S )7 0 was used to identify individuals with cognitive
impairment or dementia. The cut point was less than 78,
equivalent to a score of 24 on the MMSE. Using this instrument,
24.8% (8.0% with dementia; 16.8% with CIND) scored below
the cut point.7 Of the CIND group, 15.2% fulfilled criteria for
mild cognitive impairment ICD-10 type II; 5.2% MCI-ICD-10
type III; 1.2% MCI-ICD-10 type I; 13% fulfilled criteria for age
associated cognitive decline, 1.2% age associated memory
impairment, 0.9% age consistent memory impairment, 0.3% late
life forgetfulness; 6.4% DSM-III-R type II and 0.06% DSM-III-
R type I.71 Common etiologies for subcategories of CIND
included cerebrovascular disease (9.85%); depression (8.0%);
“general vascular” (7.5%); psychiatric (6.6%); alcohol abuse
(5.1%); mental retardation (2.3%) and others.71 Thus, screening
a population with instruments such as the MMSE is likely to
identify about one quarter of the older population as demented or
cognitively impaired. The five year mortality rate was
significantly higher in all those with CIND than in the normal
cognitive group, 48.4% versus 30.4% (p< 0.0001). Of those
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initially categorized with CIND, 42.1% developed dementia
after five years, compared with 14.7% of those categorized as
cognitively normal, p<0.0001.26 As would be expected, those
with any of the MCI diagnoses, late life forgetfulness or age
associated cognitive decline had the worst prognosis. Nearly
50% of those with MCI (ICD-10-type III; DSM-III-R- type II
and late life forgetfulness) developed dementia after five years.
About 20% of those with age associated memory impairment or
age consistent memory impairment developed dementia.

Screening populations such as the CSHA with short mental
status questionnaires identifies a group which has worse
outcomes in terms of mortality and progression to dementia.
These findings are confirmed by other studies: In a 20 year
follow-up study from the UK, lower scores on mental tests were
associated with an increase in all cause mortality.72 In a general
practice in the USA lower scores on the Short Portable Mental
Status Questionnaire were associated with an increased number
of visits to the emergency room, increased risk of hospitalization
and a higher all cause mortality (8.2% in the cognitively
impaired/demented compared with 2.8% of those scoring in the
normal range) in the year following testing.67

Simply identifying an at risk population is not sufficient.
Further investigation (including neuropsychological testing) is
necessary to identify those with CIND who have conditions such
as depression, mental retardation, and distinguish those who
have mild cognitive impairment, early dementia or who are
cognitively “normal”. 

Using CSHAdata, a formula has been derived which predicts
progression to dementia with data that are readily available to the
family physician. The equation is (100-(MMSE/30 x 100) + .25
x age) + 10, (if memory problems were reported by an informant).
This formula has a sensitivity of 72.9% and a specificity of
67.7% for predicting cognitive decline.26

Thus, of all the potential screening methods, a short mental
status questionnaire appears most promising. The MMSE has
been best studied and has a sensitivity of 69-82%, depending
upon severity of dementia, level of education, socioeconomic
status and population studied.

It should be noted that, while there is significant overlap
between the different categories of cognitive impairment, even
the diagnosis of dementia is highly dependent upon diagnostic
criteria. For example, applying different criteria to the same
population (CSHA) the prevalence of dementia was as low as
3.1% (using criteria of ICD-10) to 29.1% (with DSM-III
criteria).73 Even the “gold standard” is clearly less than ideal.
The earlier that diagnosis is attempted, the less likely it is to be
accurate.

ACCEPTABILITY TO POPULATION

In general, while mental status questionnaires are readily
performed by older individuals providing their purposes are
explained, some individuals resent the intrusion. There may be
risks of harm to the individual. Labeling an individual with
cognitive impairment or dementia may cause distress and illness
behaviour.74 Diagnosing a condition which has the potential to
progress to a disease for which there is no cure, (although some
symptomatic treatments are now available) is not likely to
alleviate anxiety. Attitudes of health professionals, business
professionals and lay people have been documented to have

substantial negative impact on the older individual with
dementia.75 Whether the same pertains to individuals labeled
with cognitive impairment without dementia is not known,
however the potential exists for such harm.

CAPACITY OF SYSTEM TO ACCOMMODATE SCREENING

The first issue is whether physicians will utilize screening
manoeuvres. It is well-known that the uptake by physicians of
screening recommendations provided by the Canadian Task
Force on Preventive Health Care is poor.76 A survey of primary
care physicians in the Ottawa-Carleton region of Canada
revealed that 82% of physicians believed that cognitive
screening was needed but only 24% routinely screened their
patients.77 Physicians at the Mayo Clinic considered the MMSE
of little value for routine screening but was useful as a clinical
t e s t .7 8 While not strictly comparable, when the results of
screening for functional deficits were revealed or concealed to
physicians by random allocation, there was no change in
physician behaviour or patient outcome.79 If one quarter of the
population are discovered to have cognitive deficits by routine
screening, the added consumption of health care resources would
include additional investigations, consultations, and numerous
referrals for neuropsychological testing (which would impose a
financial burden on individuals identified). Potential benefits
would include the ability of individuals and their caregivers to
plan ahead, and the possibility of therapeutic interventions.
Balanced against this is the risk of mislabeling significant
numbers of individuals, thereby incurring significant costs in
additional and sometimes unnecessary investigations. Labeling
of individuals with an unpleasant diagnosis is another potential
harm.

DISCUSSION

While cognitive impairment is common in older individuals,
it probably does not result in a great burden of suffering. The
natural history is becoming more clear and relatively
homogeneous categories, such as MCI, have a predictable rate of
conversion to dementia. A screening test, such as MMSE will
identify 25% of the older population with CIND or dementia, a
group which has a higher mortality and morbidity. Whether
earlier identification offers any advantage over waiting until a
dementing illness becomes clinically detectable, remains a high
priority for research. The strongest argument against screening is
that the available detection manoeuvres are inaccurate and run
the risk of falsely labeling many individuals who do not have a
problem, while failing to detect those (especially better educated
or highly intelligent individuals) who may be having cognitive
difficulties. Instruments to detect subtle degrees of cognitive
impairment are available but are not practical for widespread use
in primary care screening.

Despite the introduction of agents which have some value in
treating symptomatic Alzheimer’s disease, potential preventive
strategies (such as estrogenic hormone replacement; treatment of
vascular risk factors) have not been demonstrated to change
clinical outcome. Decisions to address vascular risk factors or
estrogen replacement are unlikely to be influenced by the
presence or absence of cognitive impairment. The prudent
physician will remain alert for clues which suggest cognitive
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decline and be particularly attentive to observations by relatives
and caregivers which suggest cognitive decline in their patients.

A stronger, but as yet unproven, argument can be made for
screening older individuals for dementia. The presence of
dementia, regardless of cause, signifies increased morbidity and
mortality. Risks to the individual (eg. accidental injuries) and
stress to the caregiver increase significantly as the disease
progresses. Furthermore, the financial burden (including
medications, formal and informal caregiving and, most
importantly, costs of institutional care) rises with the severity of
the condition. Earlier detection of dementia leading to a specific
diagnosis of Alzheimer’s could result in timely prescription of
symptomatic medications such as donepezil or rivastigmine. For
those individuals with dementia responsive to medications, one
could anticipate potentially reduced caregiver stress and possibly
delayed admission for institutional care. This could result in
improved quality of life for the affected individual and reduced
financial burden of care to society. On the other hand, delayed
admission to institutional care imposes a greater burden on
caregivers. The case for screening becomes more persuasive in
older individuals, as the prevalence of dementia rises. 

The relatively low sensitivity of short cognitive tests, such as
the MMSE, limit the use of this instrument for dementia
screening in primary care. Some characteristics of informant
description make this an appealing alternative approach to
screening. Inquiry about the ability of the individual to perform
instrumental activities of daily living is also an attractive
screening manoeuvre, as, in addition to its value for detecting
dementing disorders, it has utility in detecting physical problems
as well. However, lack of prospective trials describing the
sequence of detection, investigation, intervention and outcome
prevents a firm recommendation for any type of screening.
Rather, a high index of suspicion in older individuals, especially
those over the age of 85 where community prevalence of
dementia approaches 20%, and careful attention to caregivers’
descriptions are supported by a fair level of evidence.

Prospective studies to determine the outcome and
opportunities for intervention of individuals screened for
dementia, are a high research priority.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. There is insufficient evidence to recommend for, or against,
screening for cognitive impairment in the absence of
dementia (C: level II-ii evidence).

2. Memory complaints should be evaluated and the individual
followed to assess progression (B: level II-ii evidence).

3. When caregivers or informants describe cognitive decline in
an individual, these observations should be taken very
seriously: cognitive assessment and careful follow-up are
indicated (A: level II-ii evidence).

Validation
The US Preventive Services Task Force offered a similar

recommendation in 1996.80 The Canadian Task Force on the
Periodic Health Examination made a similar recommendation in
1994.81

The Task Force on Health Assessment of the Society of
General Internal Medicine recommended inclusion of Screening
for Cognitive Impairment in 1989.82

An earlier draft of this manuscript, together with the
recommendations was approved by the Canadian Task Force on
Preventive Health Care in 1999.

APPENDIX: TYPES OF COGNITIVE IMPAIRMENT

Mild cognitive impairment (Derived from DSM-III-R) 83

Type 1. Short- and long-term memory impairment only, with no
functional disabilities.

Type 2. Short- and long-term memory impairment, no func-
tional disabilities, and at least one of the following:
impairment in abstract thinking, impaired judgment,
disturbance of higher cortical function (eg. aphasia,
apraxia, agnosia), or personality change.

Mild cognitive impairment (Derived from ICD-10)84

Type 1. Short- or long-term memory impairment only, with no
functional disabilities.

Type 2. Short- or long-term memory impairment and a decline
in intellectual abilities with no functional disabilities.

Type 3. Short- or long-term memory impairment with a decline
in intellectual abilities, a personality change, and with
no functional disabilities.

Age-associated memory impairment (AAMI)85-87

Subjective memory complaints with gradual onset in
individuals who were at least 50 years of age with adequate
intellectual function and who scored 24 or higher on the 3MS
and at least 1 SD below the mean established for young adults on
a standardized test for recent memory.

Modifications of AAMI88

Perceived decreases in day-to-day memory functioning in 50-
to 79-year-old individuals were verified by a standardized self-
report memory questionnaire. Individuals required verbal and
performance IQ scores between 90 and 130. The following three
subcategories are defined according to performance on memory
tests relative to established norms:

(a) Age-associated memory impairment
Performance at least 1 SD below the mean established for

young adults on one or more tests. This category includes
individuals whose performance on a memory test was above
average relative to age norms.

(b) Age-consistent memory impairment (ACMI)
Performance within + 1 SD of the mean established for age on

75% or more of the tests that were administered.

(c) Late-life forgetfulness (LLF)
Performance between 1 and 2 SDs below the mean

established for age on 50% or more of the tests that were
administered.

(d) Age-associated cognitive decline (AACD)
Gradual decline in any one cognitive area that was present for

at least six months and performance at least 1 SD below norms
for age on relevant neuropsychological tests.

Exclusion criteria
All criteria required exclusion of subjects with depression,
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delirium, mental retardation, or other psychiatric disorders. The
proposed versions of AAMI excluded individuals with functional
impairment.

Other descriptions which relate to, or overlap with AAMI
include Age-Related Cognitive Decline (ARCD), defined in
D S M - I V as “an objectively identified decline in cognitive
functioning consequent to the aging process that is within normal
limits given the person’s age”.83 Mild Cognitive Disorder (MCD)
is a term used by the World Health Organization and requires:
objective evidence or history of cerebral dysfunction; cognitive
dysfunction reported by self or reliable informant; and
abnormality on psychological tests. This disorder is not specific
to aging.84 The term Benign Senescent Forgetfulness (BSF) was
used to describe a nonprogressive state, characterized by mild
cognitive deficits, although this term has generally fallen out of
favour.89

Cognitive Impairment, Not Demented (CIND) score less than
78 on 3MS; dementia excluded; includes various categories of
cognitive impairment, depression, mental retardation, etc.7

SEARCH STRATEGY

1987-1997
Memory disorders (mh) [Diagnosis: Prevention & Control]

1993 - Dec. 1997
(“cognition disorders” [MESH] AND “geriatric assessment”
[MESH] AND “mass screening” [MESH])
((“geriatric assessment” [MESH] AND “mass screening”
[MESH] AND (cognition [TEXT] OR cognitive  [TEXT])) AND
((“randomized controlled trials” [MESH] OR “comparative stud-
ies” [MESH]) OR “cohort studies:  [MESH]) OR “case-control
studies” [MESH]))
((“cognition disorders” [MESH] AND “geriatric assessment”
[MESH]) AND (((“randomized controlled trials” [MESH] OR
“comparative studies”  [MESH]) OR “cohort studies” [MESH])
OR “case-control studies” [MESH]))
((“cognition disorders” [MESH] AND “aged” [MESH] AND
“mass screening” [MESH]) AND “clinical trial” [PTYP] OR
“meta-analysis” [PTYP] OR “randomized controlled trials”
[MESH] OR “comparative studies”  [MESH] OR “cohort stud-
ies”  [MESH] OR “cohort studies” [MESH] OR “case-control
studies” [MESH]))
“Related Articles” search on 1991 CTFPHE CMAJ update on
screening for cognitive impairment, sorted by visual scan.

Dec. 1997 - May 2000
(“Cognition disorders”  [MESH] and “Aged” [MESH])
Handsorted for last 2 months

1966 - Sept. 2000
(“mini mental state examination” [TEXT] AND “sensitivity and
specificity” [TEXT])
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Appendix

In preparing background papers, authors were instructed to
use the rules of evidence developed by the Canadian Task Force
on the Periodic Health Examination.6 The following categories
were utilized to grade the levels of evidence.

I) Evidence obtained from at least one properly randomized
controlled trial (RCT).

II)  i) Evidence obtained from well-designed controlled trials 

without randomization.

ii) Evidence obtained from well-designed cohort or case
control analytic studies preferably from more than one
centre or research group.

iii) Evidence obtained from comparisons between times or
places with or without the intervention. Dramatic results
in uncontrolled experiments are included in this category.

III) Opinions of respected authorities, based on clinical
experience, descriptive studies or reports of expert
committees.

Each background paper concluded with recommendations
which were graded as follows:

A. There is good evidence to support this manoeuvre.

B. There is fair evidence to support this manoeuvre.

C. There is insufficient evidence to recommend for or against
this manoeuvre but recommendations may be made on other
grounds.

D. There is fair evidence to recommend against this procedure.

E. There is good evidence to recommend against this procedure.

Ideally, A or E recommendations are supported by level I
evidence. The paucity of level I evidence in the field of dementia
resulted in recommendations frequently being based upon less
rigorous evidence. A “C” recommendation does not imply that
the manoeuvre is useless or harmful: there is simply insufficient
evidence to make a stronger recommendation. For each
recommendation the grading and strength of supporting evidence
is given.
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